
Perfecting motion

The lift up lift system

Advantages

AVENTOS HL is Blum’s new lift up door solution. When opening, the door lifts up 
parallel to the cabinet. When closing, it glides silently and effortlessly back into place 
thanks to BLUMOTION. 

Because the AVENTOS HL opens parallel to the cabinet it can be used in a wide range 
of applications, such as, wall cabinets and counter top appliance garage applications.

Opening Action
With AVENTOS HL, even heavy 
doors can be opened effortlessly.

Quiet Closing
BLUMOTION silent closing is 
integrated in the mechanism for an 
amazingly quiet closing every time.

AVENTOS HL

AVENTOS HL can be raised completely to provide excellent access to the cabinet 
interior.

Along with high functionality, easy access, smooth opening and quiet closing, 
AVENTOS HL also inspires through its simple yet elegant design.

Design Options
AVENTOS HL offers numerous 
design options including wooden 
and aluminum doors.



> More information

Features:

AVENTOS HL

AVENTOS HL

Silent and effortless opening and 
closing thanks to BLUMOTION
Quick, easy assembly and 
removal with CLIP technology
Easy, 3-dimensional door 
adjustment
Integrated tension adjustment for 
door weight
Calibrated scale for accurate 
tension adjustment
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With AVENTOS HL, the door can be 
removed simply and quickly. After the 
cabinet is attached to the wall, the door 
can be reattached just as easily.

The door can be easily adjusted enabling 
you to perform side, height and tilt 
adjustments precisely.

There are no protruding parts because 
of the removable arm assembly on 
AVENTOS HL. This provides improved 
safety during cabinet manufacturing, 
transport and installation.

Assembly and adjustment ̶ simple, quick and easy

For more information on AVENTOS 
lift systems see www.blum.com or 
contact us at: 
 
Blum, Inc. 
7733 Old Plank Rd. 
Stanley NC, 28164 
800-438-6788
sales.us@blum.com

Fast assembly

Easy and precise adjustment

No protruding parts

Benefits:
Works in both frame and panel 
cabinet applications
Special arm assembly for 
appliance garage application
Requires minimal force to open 
and close
No protruding parts for easier 
transportation of cabinet
Easy and precise adjustment of 
door position and tension
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Simple program
The simple program covers all 
common door widths and heights 
with 5 different lift mechanisms and 
4 arm assemblies. AVENTOS HL is 
suitable for cabinet widths up to 48” 
and for cabinet heights from 11-7/8” 
to 22-3/4”
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